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Building the “Wicked Wench”
Report and photos by Tom Wolf
Tom Wolf is one of the original Members
of SMSC and is a keen modeller working
mainly with kits but usually modifying the
kit by abandoning metal decorations and
replacing them with his own carvings. He
usually also replaces most of the timbers
provided in the kit.
The “Wicked Wench” is just the fifth timber tall ship model to be built by Tom and
was completed in just 1 year from the
commencement of the build.
The “Wicked Wench” is a fictional ship created by the Disney Corporation for their movie
franchise “Pirates of the Caribbean”.
According to the fictional story she was owned by the
English East India Trading Company and was used to ferry slaves in the early 18th Century.
Disney’s Captain Jack Sparrow 'liberated' the ship and
her inhumane cargo and changed its original name to the
fabled “Black Pearl” and sailed her as a pirate ship in
the Caribbean.
This 1:50 scale model is based on the kit model of “Black
Pearl” (see photo) made by Amati and distributed through
newsagents by way of periodical release by Hachette
Partworks P/L..
The figurehead was also modified to be more in line with
the original name of the ship, the “Wicked Wench”.
After the amount of work put into the planking Tom decided to keep the natural timber look and not paint the model
black as for a pirate ship, but to retain her as the slaver of
the early 1700’s.

cont. p. 2

cont. from p. 1
The basis of the build was the purchase of the first 22 periodical issues (out of 120) by Tom on
eBay, this gave an idea of the keel and the lovely “galleon shape”. The balance was, on the
main, carried out by Tom with modifications and the experience gained from previous builds.
As the kit provided utilised
MDF, apart from the keel
which was to be totally built in,
no more MDF or metal parts
provided with the kit were
used, Tom used only timber
with the build using Balsa, Plywood, Walnut, Tanganyica and
Beech.
All the frames are glued in and
are all square to the keel, the
Orlop (bottom) deck is installed (left)

So much of the Orlop deck planking that
may be visible through hatches/portholes
is laid (see above left).
The bow section is filled with Balsa in
readiness to be trimmed to shape to
make planking easier (see above centre).
The Gun (middle) deck is prepared and
ready for installation (see above right).
The gun deck is installed and stained or
painted, then the cross-beams and supports are installed to support the Quarter
deck to be installed later (see left)
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cont. from p. 2
All holes for masts are drilled in line with the
holes in the Orlop deck to allow the mast to
stand correctly.
As the grates on the Gun deck covering the
Orlop deck are visible, they are installed and
the Gun deck is stained or painted.
When installing the beans to support the Quarter-deck, allowance is made for the hole in the
Quarter-deck that may or may not be covered
by a grate (personal choice).
The stern is filled with Balsa to enable it to be
shaped so as to make the planking of this difficult shape to be easier.
With sandpaper, the Balsa on the bow iis
shaped n readiness for the gunport sides installation.

The model is now ready for the gunport sides
(made of plywood) to be installed. Care is taken
in bending the plywood to conform with the
shape of the bow.

cont. p.4
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cont. from p. 3
All gunport holes are painted dark
brown in preparation for eventual planking.
The front section of the sides of the
Quarter-deck (made of plywood) is installed.
The first layer of planking is applied,
Tom used Balsa strips, but Lyme or
Bass wood is often used for this first layer because they can all be easily
smoothed

The guns on the Gun deck are firmly installed, where they may be visible through hatches or
openings, they are installed on carriages. Only a very small part of each gun protrudes.

The Quarter deck and stern plate (to cover the stern with hole in it to allow for the rudder) are
prepared, the holes for the masts line up with those on the lower decks.
cont. p. 5
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cont. from p. 4
The Quarter deck is installed (see left)

The Quarter deck is planked, and gallery
sides and the cabin wall (including the
door and windows) are installed. (see
above)

The stern plate is installed (see right)

The forecastle and front deck are planked, gallery
gunport is installed (see below)

cont. p. 6
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cont. from p. 5
The decorative front plate
is made and installed
(see left)

The rudder, rudder post, keel and
stem post are prepared for installation later (see left and below)

The Poop deck (roof of the cabin) is
made allowing for the gallery, the hole
to house the Mizzen mast is lined up to
the holes on the lower floors. (see right)

cont. p. 7
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cont. from p. 6

The hull is prepared for second (final) planking. Two Walnut strips are laid in line with the
Quarter deck and another two are laid at the keel, then a measurement is made to ascertain
the number of strips
needed to complete
the planking at the fattest point.
Then note the measuring strips in line with
the underlying frames
that will facilitate the
trimming of the Walnut and Tanganyica
strips
during
the
planking until the hull
is closed.

cont. p. 8
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cont. from p. 7
Instal grates, then ladders and railings on the Quarter
deck.
The Forecastle has rails with holes for belaying pins,
a bell and a kitchen chimney installed, the Poop deck
has a wheel and rails for belaying pins installed.
The gallery is finished and railings are installed on
the sides, guns on carriages are installed.
It was then time to instal the gunport doors, then the
rudder, rudder post, keel and stem post, and make the beak for the bow. Next it is the figurehead and the bowsprit that require installation along with the anchor.

The masts, spars, crows nests and cross-trees are separately prepared and can now be positioned. A windlass with a ring of belay pin holders on top is positioned at the base of the Main
mast.

cont. p. 9
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cont. from p. 8

The “Wicked Wench” figurehead is painted, it is a female figure hiding her bare breasts with her
arms and hands. She has red hair and a blue dress up to her waist and has bare skin above.
Tom decided that this went well with the name rather than the girl releasing a dove that came
with the kit as the figurehead for “Black Pearl”

cont. p. 10
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cont. from p. 9
Many hours of setting the masts, installing the rails and deadeyes and rigging the shrouds,
knotting the ratlines followed before attaching blocks where appropriate and the fine rigging of
the masts and spars could be done, also taking very many hours to complete..

The rigging generally followed rigging diagrams from other kits, great care was taken to ensure that none of lines was to interfere with the operation of any other line.
The standing rigging was made using chocolate (or brown) rigging cord, whereas the running
rigging utilised ecru (or beige) cord. All running rigging is just that, the rigging lines are not
affixed or glued to any blocks. They are fixed in position at the belaying pins which have
“hanks of rope” giving the impression of coiled excess rope.
cont. p. 11
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cont. from p. 10
Research on the internet provided the
necessary information to make the
flags of the English East India Trading
Company as at 1707, these flags
were used by Tom on the finished
model.

The stern art (which is a floral display)
is a simplified example of the typical
stern art of the period involving scrolls
of flowers and leaves.
The stern lights are of a design suggested in the artwork with the original
kit.
Since the model is not depicted as being “at sea’, no sails are installed to
enhance the intricacy of the rigging
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